USAF Weapons School Courseware Development/Instruction

- Provide Training to Combat Air Force (CAF) Aircrews and Specialized Combat Operations Support Personnel Attending the Elite USAF Weapons School at Nellis AFB, Nevada. Support Includes:
  - Courseware Development (CWD)
  - Academic Instruction
  - Instructional Systems Development
  - Subject Matter Expertise
  - Database Design
  - Database Management

- Training and CWD Provided for:
  - Fighters -- A-10, F-15C, F-15E, F-16
  - Bombers -- B-1, B-52
  - Special EC/Recce/C2 Platforms -- EC-130H Compass Call, EC-130E ABCCC, RC-135 Rivet Joint, E-3 AWACS, E-8 JSTARS
  - Tactical Airlift/CSAR -- C-130/HH-60
  - Other -- Space Operations, Intelligence, Electronic Warfare